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In the supplementary material we elaborate on some results shown in the
main paper, as well as present new ones. We start with further elaboration on
the characteristics of Chart Question Answering (CQA) benchmarks in Sec. 2,
showing the shortcomings of previous public datasets such as FigureQA [15]
and DVQA [13] by examples. Next, we elaborate on PlotQA [20] question type
distribution, presenting the richness, realistic lingual relations, as well as regres-
sion requirement in this dataset. In Sec. 4 we show further justifications for
the new accuracy metric. We show additional explainability results in Sec. 5 to
strengthen the reasoning process in our results. Next, we show our results on
DVQA, emphasizing the shortcomings of this dataset to showcase our method.
In Sec. 7, we show a new experiment for language robustness and compare our
CRCT model with the PReFIL [14] which showed high performance in previous
benchmarks. Finally, In Sec. 8, we run our model on a newly generated example
(not from PlotQA) as a single demo case.

1 Model Architecture

In this section we provide some equations in order to further clarify our model
descriptions in the paper. Let us denote the Query, Key and Value for each
branch at certain block as Qv,Kv, Vv ∈ Rnv×d and Qt,Kt, Vt ∈ Rnt×d corre-
sponding to the visual and textual branch respectively. Each branch is attended
by the other, as the following:

zt = attnd(Qv,Kt, Vt) := softmax (
QvKt

T

√
d

)Vt ∈ Rnt×d (1)

zv = attnd(Qt,Kv, Vv) := softmax (
QtKv

T

√
d

)Vv ∈ Rnv×d (2)

The co-encoder output is followed by a regular self-attention encoder, namely:

∀i ∈ {t, v} Oi = attnd(Q(zi),K(zi), V (zi)) (3)

Note that Qt, Qv are exchanged, to allow interaction between different modali-
ties. Then the outputs of each branch, Ot, Ov, are fed to the next co-transformers
block in their proper branch. Finally, the resulting hv0, hw0 pooling tokens from
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the last layer are used for predicting if the concatenated answer is aligned (C)
and the answer numeric value, R:

LossCLS = BCELoss(MCLS(hw0 ∗ hv0), C) (4)

LossREG = L1(MREG([hw0;hv0]), R) (5)

We train our model with the combined loss:

Loss = λ1 · LossCLS + λ2 · LossREG (6)

We find λ1 = λ2 = 1 to be effective.

2 Characteristics of public CQA datasets

In this section we elaborate on the characteristics of different chart datasets pre-
viously used for Chart Question Answering (CQA) methods and further justify
the choice of PlotQA as our main benchmark dataset. To this end, we present
examples of charts from FigureQA, DVQA, and PlotQA in Fig. 1. This figure
demonstrates the fixed templates and degenerate lingual forms used in two pre-
vious datasets. In FigureQA, the title, x-axis label and y-axis label are fixed
in all the charts. Additional template pattern in FigureQA includes, the legend
markers of the plots (e.g ., bars or scatter plots) named after their color. This
pattern of naming is redundant throughout the entire dataset and is strictly used
in the associated questions (see Fig. 1a & 1b). DVQA alleviates part of these
shortcomings, yet with random words used as legend or bar labels, as shown in
Fig. 1c & 1d. DVQA is limited to a single chart type and further introduces
degenerated lingual forms that are unlikely to appear in a realistic chart. Note
for instance, the word “Title” appearing as the title of the chart in Fig. 1d.

In Fig. 1e & 1f we show examples from the PlotQA dataset. To the best of
our knowledge this is the most realistic dataset publicly available to date. In
addition to it’s size and diversity (see Table 1, main paper) it is the only dataset
that satisfies all the following terms: 1) Publicly available; 2) Fully annotated
to train a detector; 3) Includes multiple chart types; 4) Charts with natural
language patterns and relations; 5) Questions that demand regression.

These dataset characteristics are strongly related to the performance drop
that was recently reported on PlotQA dataset in [20], and discussed in the paper.
We further discuss additional factors, such as lack of regression required ques-
tions in previous benchmarks, in the main paper. In Tab. 1 we summarize the
performance of several recently published methods against the existing datasets.

3 PlotQA Data Distribution

The PlotQA dataset suggests two benchmarks, which we refer to as PlotQA-D1
and PlotQA-D2 (see the paper for chart and Q&A breakdown). Both datasets
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(a) FigureQA

(b) FigureQA

(c) DVQA

(d) DVQA

(e) PlotQA

(f) PlotQA

Fig. 1: Examples of charts from the FigureQA, DVQA, and PlotQA datasets.
FigureQA charts - (a) and (b) lack any diversity in title and axis labels as well
as the plot labels. In DVQA - (c) and (d) Random phrases and words are used
in the chart text, resulting in lack of natural semantic relations between the
different textual elements. These drawbacks are addressed in PlotQA, where the
charts are taken from real world data, as shown in (e) and (f). Zoom in for better
visibility.

share the same chart images. However, PlotQA-D1 is a subset of PlotQA-D2,
with the latter having ×3.5 more Q&As. Tab. 2 shows the question type dis-
tributions for each benchmark with Fig. 2 depicting distributions of question
templates in each question category, Structural (S), Data Retreival (D) and
Reasoning (R). PlotQA-D1 introduces a relatively uniform distribution over the
question templates, while PlotQA-D2 distribution is strongly skewed by a large
number of questions requiring regression (with non-integer answers). PlotQA-D2
was designed to showcase the capability of a method on handling regression, a
highly practical task and a strong shortcoming of previous datasets. The results
reported in the paper demonstrate that CRCT outperforms previous methods
on both of these benchmarks.

4 Accuracy Metric

In Fig. 3a we graphically visualize the dependency of the error tolerance on the
ground truth value for the error ratio measure, in contrast to a fixed tolerance
in the tick-based error, as suggested in our paper. Note the vanishing of the
tolerance as the true value goes to zero (and vice versa).
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Table 1: Accuracy of different methods on existing datasets. Note the significant
drop in accuracy on PlotQA dataset (PlotQA-D). ∗ our evaluation of PReFIL
method on PlotQA-D

Method / Dataset FigurQA-D DVQA-D LeafQA-D PlotQA-D

PReFIL [14] 93.26 96.4 - 10.36∗

STL-CQA [27] - 97.43 92.22 -
LEAF-QA [5] 81.15 72.8 67.42 -
PlotQA-M [20] - 58.78 - 22.52

Table 2: Distribution over different question categories in PlotQA benchmarks

Data Ver. Structural Data Retrieval Reasoning

PlotQA-D1 30.41% 24.01% 45.58%
PlotQA-D2 4.3% 13.74% 81.96%

This bias in the ratio based measure drives the errors to accumulate near
zero as we show in Fig 3b. This figure presents a comparison between the error
ratio measure and the suggested tick based error, for CRCT on PlotQA-D1,
showing the bias in ratio based tolerance. We observe a relatively uniform error
distribution on the ticked based alternative, as desired.

5 Additional Explainability Examples

In this section we show more visualization examples on CRCT explainability
using Captum visualization tool (see Sec. 7 in the paper). All examples are drawn
from the test set. In Fig. 4 we present a case with two line-plots in a chart. Note
how the model attends to the correct plot among the two (hot bounding boxes)
when asked about the revenue.

Fig. 5 shows an example of semantic understanding. Asked about the in-
tersection, CRCT mostly attends to the two intersection points in the chart.

Fig. 6 shows another multi-plot chart. Here, the model correctly finds the
private credit line plot as more influential to the question asked. Furthermore,
asking about the average value drives CRCT to attend to all the plot elements
corresponding to the private credit label.

In the next example in Fig. 7 we show a bar chart. Although the bars are
very close in their heights (values), the relevant bar, with the minimum value
gets the highest attention, leading to the correct answer.
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Fig. 2: PlotQA-D1 and D2 question type distributions. While in Structural ques-
tions the distribution is similar, in Data Retrieval and Reasoning questions,
PlotQA-D2 is skewed towards few specific templates, which require a regression
answer.

6 Result on DVQA

DVQA dataset is limited by 1) Single chart type (bar charts), 2) Lack of natural
lingual text in the chart (see Sec. 2), 3) Answers appearing as a-priori known
classes, eliminating the need for regression. This dataset further lacks the im-
portant legend marker annotation needed to train our detector. The importance
of this object is clearly shown in the explainability examples in Sec. 5 (and in
the paper), where legend markers are frequently highlighted, allowing CRCT to
correspond to the correct plot/bar in the chart. The results of our CRCT model
are shown in Table 3. Despite the limitations above, and errors involved in our
heuristic annotation, we achieve a reasonable performance of 82.14%, ranked
3rd, on this benchmark and far beyond PlotQA-M that achieves 57.99% . Note
that to showcase the strong limitation and existing performance saturation on
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Fig. 3: Ratio vs Sub-tick metric.

DVQA we evaluate PReFIL, that reaches almost perfect performance on DVQA
(96.37%), on the new PlotQA dataset (see results in the paper).

Table 3: Results on DVQA dataset. CRCT p indicates the CRCT model with
a detector that was trained with partial bounding box annotations.

Method SANDY [13] PlotQA-M [20] LEAF-Net [5] CRCT p PReFIL [14] STL-CQA [27]

Accuracy 56.48 57.99 72.72 82.14 96.37 97.35

7 Language Robustness

In this section we demonstrate the robustness under natural lingual variations
of the CRCT model. Our transformer based model allows initialization with pre-
trained BERT [7] on a large language corpus such as Wikipedia. CRCT is further
trained downstream on all the textual elements in the chart, without any heuris-
tics, such as string replacements (see the paper). This is in contrast to previous
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Fig. 4: Explainability visualizations for a PlotQA test sample. Q: Is the amount
of revenue collected in 2005 less than that in 2008? ground truth: Yes. CRCT:
Yes. Note the high attention on the correct plot between the two. The font sizes
are from the dataset source.

Fig. 5: Explainability visualizations for a PlotQA test sample. Q: How many
lines intersect with each other?, Ground truth: 3. CRCT: 3. Note the hot spots
at the intersection points.
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Fig. 6: Explainability visualizations for a PlotQA test sample. Q: What is the
average percentage of firms listed by private credit bureau per year? Ground
truth: 3.379. CRCT: 3.295 (Error: -2.49%). Note how the model attends the
correct plot among the two, with ”hot” bounding boxes over all the plot due to
average request.

methods, often using LSTM, based only on the chart dataset vocabulary. We
further compare the CRCT robustness with PReFIL [14], where a LSTM is used
for question encoding. In Tables 4, 5 and 6 we present question rephrasing on
test figures. Each variation is a new manual phrasing of the original template.
Note that the original template is the only one appearing in train set. Tables
4-6 show that while on the template question PReFIL gives the correct answer
(indicated in green), it is mostly wrong (indicated in red) after question rephras-
ing. CRCT however is more robust to phrasing for various question types e.g .
data retrieval, and regression.

8 New Generated Example

We conclude by showing a result from an experiment in our study in Fig. 8. To
this end, we create a new chart showing our accuracy result compared to PReFIL.
We now pose the following question to the model: In 2.5% tolerance error, what
is the difference between the accuracy of CRCT and PReFIL?. Although this
figure was not part of the PlotQA dataset, we obtained an answer that deviates
the true result only by 0.47%. The robustness of CRCT is further illustrated
here on handling unknown initials of the corresponding methods.
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Table 4: Question rephrasing, for Fig. 5. Each variation was manually rephrased
and never seen in train, except the original version. Note the high sensitivity of
PReFIL to different question phrasings.

Var. Question CRCT PReFIL

Original What is the label or title of the X-axis ? Years Years

#1 What’s the name of the X-axis? Years 40
#2 What is the label or title of the horizontal axis? Years 0
#3 What is the x label of the plot? Years 2011
#4 The x-label of the figure? 2004 0
#5 What’s the figure’s x-axis label? Years 2011
#6 Give me the x-axis label Years 2011

#7 What the x-axis represents? No
% of total expenditure

in tertiary public institutions
#8 What is the label of X? Years 2011
#9 X-label? 2011 2011

Table 5: Question rephrasing, for Fig. 1e. Each variation was manually
rephrased and never seen in train, except the original version. Note the high
sensitivity of PReFIL to different question phrasings.

Var. Question CRCT PReFIL

Original How many different coloured bars are there ? 2 2

#1 How many bar colors are there? 2 2
#2 How many colors of bars can you see? 2 1
#3 Coloured bars? No Bolivia
#4 How many colors paints each group of bars? 2 Bolivia
#5 How many colors are there? 2 2
#6 How many different bars exists in each group? 2 0
#7 Colors in each group? No 0
#8 How many colors? 2 0
#9 Give me the size of each group of bars Bolivia 2
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Fig. 7: Explainability visualizations for a PlotQA test sample. Q: In which year
was the persistence rate of female students minimum?, Ground truth: 1982.
CRCT: 1982. For better visibility, we overlay the visualization as colored bound-
ing box around the bars. Note how green bars related to Female achieve higher
attention with the correct bar receiving the highest attention.

Table 6: Question rephrasing, for Fig. 1f. Each variation was manually
rephrased and never seen in train, except the original version. Note that this
question requires regression. In every variation therefore the ⟨R⟩ token was cho-
sen in CRCT’s hybrid prediction head, leading to the regression value shown as
an answer. The values in green and red are correct and wrong answers respec-
tively. Values in blue present the deviation from the true value. Note the high
sensitivity of PReFIL to different question phrasings
Var. Question CRCT PReFIL

Original Across all years, what is the maximum completion rate in primary schools ? 36.618 (+0.57%) 35 (−3.87%)

#1 What’s the maximum primary completion? 36.625 (+0.59%) 0 (−100%)
#2 What is the maximal rate of primary school completion, over the years? 36.305 (−0.288%) No
#3 Across all years, what is the maximum primary school completion rate? 36.613 (+0.56%) 0 (−100%)
#4 Over the years, what is the highest primary school completion rate? 36.502 (+0.25%) No
#5 What is the maximum completion rate in primary schools across all years? 36.635 (+0.618%) 0 (−100%)
#6 In primary schools, what is the highest completion rate across all years? 36.53 (+0.33%) 3 (−91.76%)
#7 The maximum completion rate in primary schools is what - across all years? 36.622 (+0.58%) 0 (−100%)
#8 Give me the maximum rate of primary completion over the graph 33.581 (−7.77%) 5 (−86.27%)
#9 Average the primary completion rate 15.065 (−58.624%) No
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Fig. 8: We insert into CRCT a result from our paper showing the regression
accuracy of our model against PReFIL. We pose the following question: In 2.5%
tolerance error, what is the difference between the accuracy of CRCT and PRe-
FIL?. Ground truth: 23.978. CRCT: 23.865 (-0.47%).
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